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TWO GAMMA DECAY WIDTH OF D MESONIN BOUND STATE MODELH. Routhy, H. Roy, A.K. Maity and V.P. GautamzTheoretial Physis DepartmentIndian Assoiation for the Cultivation of SieneJadavpur, Calutta- 700032, India(Reeived May 5, 1999; revised version reeived August 24, 1999)We have estimated the two gamma deay width of D meson by usingthe bound state model of Holdom and Sutherland. Here we have derivedan e�etive quark level Lagrangian for  ! u and  ! u and henewe have alulated the deay width of D ! . We have obtained thebranhing ratio for the above deay mode as: Br (D0 ! 2) = 8:63�10�6.PACS numbers: 13.40.Hq 1. IntrodutionIn our earlier paper [1℄ we have estimated the photoni deay width ofheavy D meson in the single loop onstituent quark model. The ontributionto the two gamma deay of heavy pseudosalar D meson is omputed in thestandard model as a funtion of the quark mass and in [2℄ we have alulatedthe two gamma deay width of heavyD meson by pole dominae model. Thequark model takes into aount only the short distane ontribution and thepole dominane model is essential for taking into aount the long distaneontribution. Reently Holdom and Sutherland [3,4℄ have invented a modelfor heavy-light system of quarks [e.g. B(bd) and D (u)℄ mesons. In thismodel, the matrix elements of quark operators are obtained in terms ofloop integrals. This model involves verties where quarks ouple to mesons,essentially as in the hiral quark model [5℄. The di�erene is that, in thepresent ase, the meson-quark vertex inludes a form fator suh that thee�et of high momenta following into a light quark is damped. Holdom andSutherland alulated B ! K� within this model with a resonable result.In this paper, we want to study the D !  deay in the same model. Soy e-mail: tphr2�mahendra.ias.res.inz e-mail: tpvpg�mahendra.ias.res.in (2687)



2688 H. Routh et al.here we are studying the exoti �avour hanging two gamma deay of heavyD meson by using onstituent quark model and these are both seond orderin both the weak and eletromagneti interations.In the proess  ! u and its hadroni D ! � ounterpart, the lightquark is merely a spetator. However, additional e�ets from the motion ofthe light quark might be expeted in �avour hanging two photon deays,suh as  ! u and its hadroni D !  version, where the light andheavy quarks fuse together.Our paper is organised as follows: in Setion 2 we have derived an e�e-tive Lagrangian for the ! u transition at the quark level and in Setion 3we have estimated the parameters of the bound state model orrespondingto the two gamma deay of D meson. In Setion 4 we have estimated theD ! 2 deay width by using bound state model and Setion 5 ontainsresults and disussion.2. E�etive Lagrangian for radiative ! u transitionThe �avour hanging vertex  ! u proeeds in one loop through theexhange of d; s and b quark and W boson, is given by:V� = G1u(�q2�q�q)(1�5)+iG2[u���q�(1+5)m+u���q�(1�5)mu℄ ;(1)where q� = p� � pu� is the momentum transfer between  and u quarks andp� and pu� are the four momenta of the  and u quarks, respetively.For a real photon emission, the �rst term vanishes identially due toeletromagneti gauge ondition and the dominant ontribution to G2 isfrom s and b quarks.Now the one-loop level eletroweak transitions  ! u and  ! u,related by Ward identities, an be ombined into e�etive LagrangianL(! u) = A"����F��(uLiD��L) ; (2)where the ovariant derivative D� ats on both the u and  quark �elds.Atually, the ovariant derivative ontains both the gluon and photon �elds.Also the oe�ients A � eGF�KM ontains the result of the relevant loopdiagrams, and �KM is the relevant KM fators for the �avour hanging! u transitions.Now one an deompose the e�etive Lagrangian into two parts namelyL� and LF ; where L� is the well known o�-diagonal magneti moment termand is given by:L� = A�u(m���F ��(1 + 5) +mu���F ��(1� 5)) (3)



Two Gamma Deay Width of D Meson in : : : 2689and it is assoiated with the on shell u and  quarks and LF is given by:LF = AFu[(i:D�mu)���F ��(1� 5) + ���F ��(1 + 5)(i:D�m)℄ (4)whih vanishes by applying the perturbative equation of motion i.e. (i:D�mu;) ! 0. The di�erene between AF and A� is due to the di�erentanomalous dimensions of the operators in Eqs. (3) and (4) and the A's havethe form (6)�(8) (in our notation):A�;F = 4GFp2 �KM e16�2C�;F7 ; (5)where C�7 = �0:28 [6℄ and CF7 =C�7 � 4=3 [8℄ at the sale � = mb.Now here to alulate the D ! 2 amplitude from the Lagrangian inequation (2) we use bound state model and the bound state model is assoi-ated with the onstituent quark mass instead of the urrent quark mass. Soin equations (3) and (4) mu and m represent the onstituent quark massesof up quark and harm quark, respetively.Again we an split the o� shell operator LF into the one and the twophoton piees as LF = L1F + L2F where L2F is related with the quarkloop diagram Fig. 1(a) and L1F is assoiated with Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1().In [6℄ it is shown in detail that even if there is a anellation between theontributions from L2F and a part L1F , there is a �nite remaining nonzero o�-shell ontribution whih has been negleted in the literature by appealing tothe perturbative equations of motion. The diagram for the magneti momentterm L� are the same as for L1F . Here one thing should be noted that themagneti moment term is the most important numerially for D ! 2, inontrast with the K ! 2, where the o�-shell ontribution is most impor-tant [9℄.3. Determination of the parameters of the bound state modelfor D mesonIn this setion, we want to determine the parameters of the model (i.e.�D; ZD and the deay onstant fD for the D meson. Here we take thee�etive quark masses of u and  quarks as : mu = 250 MeV and m =1500 MeV and the physial mass of D meson as MD = 1865 MeV [10℄.To �nd �D, we �rst alulate the Feynman diagram representing theD ! D amplitude i.e. meson self energy �(k2), given by:i�(k2) = N Z d4q(2�)4Tr[i5GDiSFu(q)i5GDiSF(q + k)℄ ; (6)
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Fig. 1. The two-photon ontribution and the one-photon ontribution to D ! .The blaked shaded irle denotes the e�etive vertex orresponding to LF or L�in the last two diagrams.where GD = Z2D�2D�q2 , N is the number of olour and q and k are the u quarkand the D meson momentum respetively and SFq = (:q � m)�1 is thequark propagator for onstituent quark mass (m).Now �D an be obtained by plotting Re [�(�D)℄ vs �D and notingthe value of �D for whih Re [�(�D)℄ = 0. Here we use the real �Dbeause when we are plotting �(�2D) vs �D, we observe that there arises animaginary part beause M +MuhMD and we neglet this imaginary part[3,4℄.In Fig. 2, we plot Re [�(�D)℄ vs �D. In this plot, we have used k2 �M2Band the e�etive quark masses of u and  quark. From the graph, we haveobserved that Re [�(�D)℄ = 0 for �D = 545 MeV.Now we want to estimate the parameter ZD and for the purpose we writethe meson self-energy in equation (6) as�(k2) = �(k2 =M2D) + (k2 �M2D)�(k2) (7)
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Fig. 2. Variation of Re [�(�D)℄ with �D.with the ondition �(k2 =M2B) = 1 : (8)After numerial intregration (equation (6)) we have �nally obtained (byusing the requirement (8)) ZD = 639 MeV.Now we proeed to evaluate the deay onstant fD of D meson with thebound state model and it is given by the following expression:ifDp� = �N Z d4q(2�)4Tr [i5GDiSFu(q)�5iSF(q + p)℄ : (9)After numerial integration we have obtained the value of fD � 74 MeV,whih is order of 13 of the physial value i.e. fD = 208 � 35 � 12 MeV [11℄.The values of the parameters of the bound state model are summarized inTable I. TABLE IThe parameters of the bound state modelMu = 250 MeVM = 1500 MeV�D = 545 MeVZD = 639 MeVfD = 74 MeV



2692 H. Routh et al.4. D ! 2 deay amplitudeWe now want to estimate the deay amplitude of D ! 2 and it an beobtained from Fig. 1. The deay amplitude of the above deay proess anbe written in the form:M(D ! 2) =M��"�(k1)"�(k2) ; (10)where "0s are the photon polarisation vetors andM�� = NZ2De8�2 [Ci(g��k1:k2 � k�1k�2 )+D"����(k1)�(k2)�℄ ; (11)where C and D are obtained from the diagram in Fig. 1 by numerial inte-gration and are given by:C = �0:8706(AR �AL)�2D + AF�2D (0:897Mu � 0:02977M) (12)and D = �0:8706(AR +AL)�2D + AF�2D (0:897Mu + 0:02977M) ; (13)where AL = AF (Mu �mu) + A�mu, AR = AF (M �m) + A�m . Herem and mu represent the urrent quark masses of  and u quark respe-tively and M and Mu are the onstituent quark masses of the quarks underonsideration.Therefore the two gamma deay width of D meson in the bound statemodel is given by� (D ! 2) = N2Z4D�M3D512�4 (jCj2 + jDj2)= 13:53 � 10�15 MeV (14)Hene the branhing ratio of D ! 2 deay is given by:Br (D ! 2) = 8:63 � 10�6 : (15)



Two Gamma Deay Width of D Meson in : : : 26935. Results and disussionWe have estimated the branhing ratio for the proess D ! 2 withinthe bound state model and we have obtained the branhing ratio as: Br(D ! 2) = 8:36 � 10�6. The model we have used [3,4℄ does not use theformalism of heavy-quark e�etive �eld theory (HQEFT), where results areobtained in terms of expansions in inverse powers of heavy  quark mass andin addition some bound state parameters [12℄.Comparing our present results with our previous estimation for the twogamma deay amplitude of heavy D meson:(i) A(DL ! 2) = 2:04 � 10�11 MeV�1 (our present predition)(ii) A(DL ! 2)=1:62�10�11 MeV�1 (pole dominane model predition)(iii) A(DL ! 2) = 0:88 � 10�11 MeV�1 (quark model predition)we an onlude that quark model results for the two-gamma deay ampli-tudes of heavy D meson is enhaned when we take into aount the longdistane e�et by meson pole model. It is further enhaned if we estimatethe deay amplitude by bound state model.The parameters of the bound state model are determined by ertainrequirements for the D meson self-energy. Unfortunately, these requirementslead to imaginary parts for this amplitude. Due to on�nement e�ets, suhimaginary parts should not be there and we ignore these imaginary parts.This is of ourse a drawbak of the model. Another drawbak of this modelis that the obtained value for fD is of the order of 13 of the measured value.Moreover, there is also an irreduible ontribution to ! u of fourth orderin the photon momenta whih has to be taken into aount, in order to obtaina preise value of the amplitude. This ontribution is diretly proportionalto the matrix element of the axial vetor urrent and thus proportional tofD. Still the ontributions we have onsidered give the omparable order ofmagnitude for the deay amplitude.Sine uptill now no experimental data is available for the two gammadeay width of heavy D meson so we have no sope to ompare our resultswith the experiment. But we hope that our results should enourage exper-imentalist to estimate the two gamma deay width of heavy D meson byusing modern upoming mahines.REFERENCES[1℄ H. Routh, V.P. Gautam, Phys. Rev. D54, 1218 (1996).[2℄ H. Routh, V.P. Gautam, Fizika B 6, 149 (1997).
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